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                                                   NUMBERS ON PATROL                                                    

 
Numbers of members on patrol; hours of duty; and the patrol method to be used are matters for the Club and Branch to 

confirm within their individual Club Patrol Service Contracts which have been endorsed by the relevant Branch and 

SLSQ Life Saving Committee. 

 
SLSQ minimum standards state that the qualifications required for a club patrol team are a minimum of three Bronze 

Medallion holders and hold the following awards: - 
 

 

- A current Silver Medallion Beach Management 

- A current Silver Medallion IRB Driver 

- A current IRB Crew 

- A current Advanced Resuscitation Certificate  

- A current First Aid qualification  

- In areas north of Bustard Head a member with a proficient Marine Stinger Certificate 
 

The above awards may be shared between the three patrolling bronze medallion holders on patrol. 
 

  SRC HOLDERS   
 

Clubs are requested to include proficient Surf Rescue Certificate members on rostered patrols to gain experience and 

improve their skills.  These members are required to wear the standard patrol uniform during patrol.  (Refer to Section 

9 – Patrol Uniforms). 
 

                                            PROFICIENT AWARD MEMBERS                                             
 

May be utilised on beach patrols, however shall not be permitted to wear the red and yellow quartered patrol cap.  As a 

substitute to the red and yellow quartered cap, award members may wear a red peaked cap or wide brimmed hat, and 

have the award they hold clearly marked on their patrol shirt or hat i.e. ART Operator, First Aid Holder and Radio 

Operator etc. 

  OBSERVERS QUALIFICATIONS   
 

Award members used as observers for patrol purposes shall be proficient in the Surf Awareness component of the 

SLSA Training Manual, as well as patient recognition, scanning procedures and signals. 
 
 

NOTE:  SLSQ recommends that patrol members should not exceed 5 hours patrol without a break (food and 
drink intake, and rest). 
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